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Watch the trailer for the latest edition of the FIFA series Based on player statistics gathered during testing sessions on various surfaces over the past year, the football
boots in FIFA 22 are tweaked by Vibration Systems and Dr. Mario to keep players standing on their feet, the touch of the ball and the experience of kicking the ball in the
right direction are realistic. New FIFA World Cup mode: “UEFA European Championship 2018” All existing FIFA World Cups, including the World Cups of 1966 and 2006,
from which in-game tournaments can be unlocked, will continue to be playable at the start of FIFA 22. If you beat all the matches in these tournaments, you’ll unlock a

brand-new FIFA World Cup mode: “UEFA European Championship 2018.” “UEFA European Championship 2018” is a brand-new mode: EA Sports introduces “UEFA
European Championship 2018,” a new FIFA World Cup mode. “UEFA European Championship 2018” will be available to download in August 2018 on both Xbox One and
PC. New mode: “FIFA Career Mode” You’ll be able to experience and customize your preferred player from three different generations: physical, technical and modern
striker. New modes: “Be a Legend” and “Ultimate Team Mode” “Be a Legend” and “Ultimate Team Mode” represent new modes for FIFA 22, developed in collaboration

with Monolith. You’ll be able to experience these modes in FIFA 22. New stadiums New modes: “FIFA Ultimate Team” mode and “My Club” mode In “FIFA Ultimate Team”
mode, build your dream squad from a giant pool of players from across the series. New modes: “My Club” and “Replay Kit” Build a club from scratch and take your team
into the next level. “My Club” mode lets players create their own English Premier League, La Liga, German Bundesliga, Serie A and more. With “Replay Kit,” players can

play in their favorite kit for every official kit from a selected league in “My Club” mode. Create a league in “My Club” mode Additionally, you’
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New “Victory Condition”: earn 12 points when you score 3 and once during the match to activate the victory condition.
New Skills Galore: a wide range of technical skills reflecting a realistic experience of the sport, specific to each player.
New High-tech Real-time Injury System: reduce the impact of seasons at a physiological level that leads to the development of real-time damage, with organic losses in performance or physical recovery. The player who has suffered the damage will be able to pause in the match, only moving when the injury has been
healed, and becoming fully recovered at the next sign-off.
New Passes and Fake Shots: with >11,000 human-made voice lines that surround the screen, create an immersive experience in an unprecedented game.
New Authentic Player Motion: in-game graphical features controlled by a motion-captured actor, where the actions and movements of the player are captured and standardized for use in the official FIFA video game series. For the first time in history, all 22 players of the FIFA Franchise put their skills and dedication on
display for the fans.
New gameplay engine with True Player Trajectory Match Physics: by creating a game with 2345 animations, the engine travels the route from player to player, fielding and dribbling the ball to place it in the best positions, and the animation also considers the physics and physical laws of each situation to create a match
with unprecedented realism.
New Online Passes: Comprehensive online capability allows fans to face different players in many different formats and create offline matches with their friends.
Refined Inside-the-Box: New atmosphere for the gameworld of the game. New player models, new animations, new physics and procedures to visually enhance more than a thousand objects.
Refined More Dribbling Control of Character Movements: new dribble logic graphics, more complex gestures and new low-dribbling speed to make the dribbling player more realistic.
Refined Smarter Morale and Social Team Control: influence returns to players to retain influence over the performance of the team, and the new morale and communication system lets teammates and professionals communicate more effectively, as well as when they are cheering or worried.
Official Player Voices: 
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FIFA is the world's best-selling and highest-rated sports franchise. Available on PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360, it has won multiple awards for graphics, game play and
audio. EA SPORTS FIFA 20 delivers an unprecedented level of authenticity and innovation to a team-based, single-player or multi-player, soccer experience that lives,
breathes and dies with the nuances of the beautiful game. What's new in FIFA 22? - Pass and Move Combine the Ultimate Player Control system, which makes passing
feel more natural, with the precision of real football and it's like having a striker glued to your foot. Pass and Move also introduces the Double Pass, allowing you to
split the air with your teammates, giving them the space they need to move in and win space on their own. Fans have told us they loved the intelligent placing of
players and intelligent ball control, and now we're taking it to the next level with Double Pass. - New Second-Screen Controls Attract more attention to the other
players on the pitch as you pull off incredible high-speed passes with the touch of a button. Players react more realistically to your skillful placement of the ball, and
smart positioning on the pitch both before and after a pass. - New Vision Realism Players are now able to maintain their awareness of their surroundings, even when
using both hands to receive a pass. They can also make more use of their body to shield passes or to create space, supporting teammates with intelligent turning,
feints and passes in tight spaces. A new Deflection system gives players more control over the way the ball curves, and the new Verbal (Visible) Intention System
allows players to display their creativity and skill by making their teammates better. - Innovations in player creation Players of all levels of experience can now make
one of a kind characters via the Clubs and Individuals character creator. Unique Player Creation animations, in-game celebration animations, and an animated first
touch all give players plenty to celebrate with. - New depth to the game Players will spend more time in FIFA's Matchday experience than ever before. Previous
generations have always enjoyed the broad scale of the game, but we found that to take full advantage of the game's world-class engine, fans need to closely follow
the teams that they support. When you're watching your favorite club, you want to know the context behind the action. EA SPORTS has ensured that clubs have a
deeper role in Matchday with stats for every player and bc9d6d6daa
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Win the Champions League as a manager in FIFA, compete against some of the greatest players in the world and master the art of trading and crafting in the ultimate
version of the award-winning Team Management game. FIFA Ultimate Team is the ideal way to improve your game by unlocking players, entire teams and coaching
badges, as well as setting your formation, kits and tactics. FIFA Ultimate Team also includes new live player trading and the ability to use real world football content in
your gameplay. Away team manager - Show your coaching skills as a manager that creates a unique team that plays a full 90 mins in a FIFA 22 game. EA SPORTS
VOLLEYBOARD – NEW GAME MODES Coach Free Kick – Live out your dream of coaching a free kick to create anticipation, moves and score goals in the most realistic
coaching simulation experience of a game on a game of the genre. Creative Free Kick – Develop a plan and pull off a unique creative free kick in an entirely new way.
Customise the positioning and movement of a player as you make the most dramatic moment in the game look and feel fresh. Respawn – Deep into the game, you
make a save that unexpectedly gets you back to 10 seconds before your last save. Play the match again – quicker, faster, with full goal celebrations! You’ll be ready
to take the ultimate revenge when your opponent scores again in your rewind period! Brand new in FIFA 22 - Touchline For the first time ever, experience the
intensity of the touchline. Play as a manager from pre-match briefings to post-match interviews to the live broadcast of your club. Play the match on the pitch and
more. FIFA ULTIMATE TEAM - Master the art of trading and crafting in FIFA 22. Create the newest team and design your kits, style your stadium, choose whether to
compete against the elite or rise up from the lower divisions as you manage your club to glory. Or test your skills as a player in an all new Player Career mode. FIFA
ULTIMATE TEAM – NEW MANAGER ROLES FIFA the Manager – A completely new experience in the award-winning Team Management game. Create and manage your
own team of real world footballers. Master the art of trading, crafting and scoring goals. Join a fantasy league and compete in exciting mini games against your friends
and footballers around the world. Decide where your team plays, and get your heart

What's new:

The Intelligence Engine – The new game runs at a faster frame rate, with the ability to assimilate the intelligence of your player actions in a more fluid and responsive style. Never miss a single first
touch, be it a fast forward pass or a manoeuvre through the last defender. It means more events at your feet and more moments of magic. Get ready for some breathing space between you and the
opposition.
Breaker Free Kick – Get the jump on your opponent and take the chance to exploit the space you create by getting closer to the ball with your long-range strike. The new breakdown system - where
you can break towards the ball or the opponent – now enables your long-range shot to hit the net with more contact and power as the velocity and angle are more favourable to you. Then see your
opponent try to retrieve the ball before you finish.
New Precise Passing Moves – Manage a pass line, lob a teammate, and deliver a pass that leads directly to your man-to-man defender. New attributes let you make pin-point passes with loft, bounce
and crucially a twisting spin on the ball for your teammate to follow in a move, or for you to start your next play.
Career Mode – Improved tactics and conditions for both Manager and Player Career modes. An enhanced goalkeeper AI, and players reacting naturally and without clear instruction to build pressure
with the occasional dive now reinforce the excitement of each match. Once you're in the game, you're in control; manage your time wisely, improve your team selection and tactics, and play through
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all available matches to become the Coach of The Future.
New Tactic Generator - Unlock more tactics and play styles to match your mood. There's a new Long Ball and Shaka Zulu Tactic that lets you play to outwit, outlast and outsmart the opposition –
give it a try.
Real-Time Replay – More footage from more angles than ever before. Review moves from all angles using an unprecedented 21st Century feature set that enables you to forward and back-slide, run
as far as your career will take you, strike a shot and much more.
Interactive Wall Art – Experience living art 
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EA SPORTS FIFA is the premier sports game franchise of all time. It's the official video game of the FIFA World Cup™. FIFA has shattered all-
time sales records and sold over 100 million copies worldwide. Since FIFA 12, EA SPORTS FIFA's gameplay philosophy is powered by EA's own
Frostbite™ Sports Technology, as well as its popular Player Impact Engine. New features that make FIFA more realistic, versatile and immersive
than ever before. New Season of Innovation – every facet of the game will be reinvigorated with major gameplay advancements and a brand
new year of innovation. Some of the new features and innovations are: The A.I. stack will be updated to better manage the pace of gameplay
and provide more authentic passing and movement. New Matchflow functionality will make it easy for players to pause and resume their action
at any point during a match. Improvements to Player Behavior allow for more fluid, unpredictable and believable interactions. Players will look
more realistic when competing in various weather conditions. Every new piece of gameplay features will undergo a rigorous testing cycle to
ensure that they deliver the true potential of FIFA for those who play the game. The new graphics engine will be faster, more realistic, and
feature better lighting. Multiple new camera angles will allow for a variety of gameplay experiences. FIFA will feature 3D player models,
animations and hairstyles. The camera will be capable of accessing different levels of field vision, including near and far, and players will
appear significantly more detailed. New characters and audio will be available to ensure that the match experience is true to the real thing. The
New Season of Innovation The new season will be introduced starting with a brand new FIFA World Player. The new player will feature amazing
stats and game-changing skills. New gameplay features will make the game more fluid, more realistic, and more playable. Voice Command (VA)
was one of the most requested features and will be implemented in a major way. New tutorial and scenario modes will allow for an easier start
into the game. New match situations and tactics will allow the player to have more control over the game. New game modes will be introduced,
including new ways of using Ultimate Team. The controller is being updated to a two-stick configuration with new features. The game will
include two new modes: Training
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:

Windows 7, Vista, XP or 2000. Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon XP or newer. 2 GB of RAM. 1024x768 or higher resolution. [WebOS] Apple Safari
2.0.4 or higher. [Minimum: 10.1] Android browsers, including stock browser and any other Android browser. [Minimum: 1.5] This is the home
menu, where you can control your home screens. This is the home
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